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With an experienced eye for quality, Klaudeen Hansen has once again selected a collection of

winning quilts for the Quilt Art 2013 Engagement Calendar. The gallery of 54 quilts, each facing a

full page for the days of a week, is a great place to record appointments, activities, memories, or

thoughts for the day. The spiral binding allows the calendar to lie flat for easy access to both your

notations and the beauty of each quilt. The engagement calendar is a great way to 'collect' the best

work of today's talented and creative quiltmakers.
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Klaudeen is a certified judge and national traveling quilt teacher and uses that expertise to select

quilts that will amaze and inspire you.

2013 Quilt Art Engagement CalendarThis calendar is a must for me to keep track of all the

birthdays, anniversaries, medical appointments, meetings, and the many visitors that come to my

home for various occasions. There is also enough space to write any short notes that I wish to

remember from those engagements. I cannot be without this book every year ! I also give several of

these books to family and friends who have told me how valuable they are to organizing their lives.

The quilts brighten my world weekly. I love this calendar! Great for any one who loves quilts or

beautiful artwork.



I've used a calendar like this one for so many years now, I don't know what I would do without it. It

stays by my phone in the kitchen and holds all my appointments, trip dates, birthdays, names of

guests, etc. Being a quilter, seeing the lovely quilts, one each week, serves as great inspiration.

I buy multiple copies of this beautiful engagement calendar every year. It never disappoints, from

the unbelievable quilt designs to the useful format of each page. Enough room to record all those

important appointments while giving additional room in the back for notes and events to come for

the next year. I would buy more if the price were a bit less. Love it!

Don't know why I waited so long to rate this. I buy one of these every year for my wife. She's a

quilter and loves them. Gives her room to make notes as well as keep a calendar.

Have been using this series of calendars as a journal for over 20 years. Like that I don't have to fill a

lot of space.the last few years only one of the editors is still working and I really don't care for her

choices as much as I had when the other lady was also editing. I find more "painterly" quilts now.

Not my favorites.

Each year I look forward to seeing the new quilts that Klaudeen chooses for her calendar. She

travels througout the US and chooses different quilts that she wouldnt mind featuring in her calendar

so each year the calendar has a different view.

I have used this calendar since 1984 and still have them all. It is really fun to look back at them all

and see where quilting has gone. The quilts are amazing and the calendar has plenty of space to

write your appointments/reminders on.
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